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WHISKERWICK PETZ FORUM
💌 Love Letter Exchange - Send in

your letters today!

PETZ LIFE (18+ Discord)
🎂 Birthday Jubilee (Feb 9)
💘 Cupids Post (Feb 12-18)

MILK BABYZ FORUM
💕 Milk Grow with Love

Swallowtail/FK's
Mossballz in Bloom

"Delphinium"
Owned by Megan @

Oasis

Wild Road's Demon
Queen

"Morrigan"
Owned by Nightwish @

The Wild Road

Lis'/Shenzai's
Thundercloud of Blue

Storm
"Thunder"

Owned by ShenzaiBird

📰 The Latest Scoop on Community
Affairs

👒 Closet Chronicles: What Are
your Petz Wearing?

Have an upcoming event in March you'd like featured? E-mail xoops@fantazzled.com!



Sprocket!
sprocket.neocities.org

Liminal Petz!
liminalpetz.neocities.org

Looking for stamps?
Let me help!

🌹 Medusa, Oasis, and
Caffeine (on PUGS)

release monthly
stamps.

🌹 PhantomBark and
Middle Night have
some new ones!

🌹 Powerhouse often
releases batches of

stamps!

THE LATEST SCOOP ON COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
BY XOOPS

       I don't know about you, but I feel like winter is speeding by! I
hope everyone's holiday plans went off without a hitch! Now that
the hustle and bustle has settled down a bit, let's take a look at
what's going on in the community.

💗 If you haven't been keeping an eye on the Whiskerwick
Advent Calendar, this is your cue to go check it out. There are
still lots of petz left to adopt! Let's get these petz wonderful homes
for the new year (whiskerwick.boards.net/thread/15521/)!
       💗 If you're like me and drowning in all the adoptions from
the past few months, check out the Re-Adventing Challenge
hosted by Dew. Get your pets sorted, crew pages updated, and
earn a chance to win a prize
(whiskerwick.boards.net/thread/15804/, open until Feb 29).

💗 Whiskerwick ran a Year of the Dragon Hexing Contest throughout January. The contest
is closed for entries now, but you can still go vote for your favorites. I have to warn you - every
entry is incredible, so it's a tough one to vote for (whiskerwick.boards.net/thread/15822/)!
       💗 There is a Petz Resolutions post you should check out - especially if you need any
ideas or want to share your petzy goals for the year! (whiskerwick.boards.net/thread/15775/).
💗 Back again for this year is the WW Love Letter Exchange
(whiskerwick.boards.net/thread/16085/). Get your letters in asap, February 14th is coming up
fast!
       💗 Jumping over to Discord, the Petz Life server (18+) has a birthday Jubilee event
taking place on Feb 9. The celebration features adoptions and goodie drops donated by its
members. A casual "Cupid's Post" event is also planned for Valentines Day (Feb 12-18).
Come share a Valentine and get a treat!
💗 A fancy new show discord with a swath of automated features has been developed by Thor.
Whether you're a veteran or just getting started with petz showing, the Petz Show Club is the
place to be!
       💗 The Discord Show Club run by Dew will be hosting show weekends starting at the
end of February. More info will be announced on the discord, so stay tuned!
💗 Forum shows on WW and RKC are also popping right now, so there's never been a better
time to get involved in this facet of the community!
       💗 What do you do after all this showing? Head over to the Petz Show Companion and
enter your results of course! (petzshowcompanion.com/). New features and quality of life
improvements are in the works, so now is a great time to set up your account! You can also
enter your newly titled SGCh or Legends into Shade @ NSP's google form for community
champions (link on the Petz Gazette website).

💗 If you're also a member of the Babyz community and haven't yet taken a look, go check out the Grow with
Love event on Milk. The anticipation is mounting as the secrets of everyone's growers are revealed.

       Last but not least, there are some updates and bug fixes to Prism Mirror Lens' PetzA and the Thumbnail
Viewer. If you haven't downloaded the new versions, head over to the Rat Shack today! (ratshack.neocities.org/)
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CLOSET CHRONICLES: WHAT ARE YOUR PETZ WEARING? | BY XOOPS

       A recent poll asked the community to list their top three favorite clothing articles, and these are the results!
       First, let's talk about pants. Much to my surprise, no one likes pants. Well, to be fair, one respondent
answered pants! Perhaps this user will initiate a new trend of petzy leggings to open our minds to the
possibilities. Until then, I suppose most petz will remain pantsless.
       I expected "Bows" and "Misc Headwear" to
rate highly - and they did! As a community we
do seem to like adorning our petz heads, and
the sheer number of hexed bows makes it clear
that they are a wardrobe staple. As for other
headwear, I expected crowns to receive a
higher response and hats a lesser one, so I
wasn't prepared for the reverse!
       The low appeal of socks was not too
shocking. It's rare to see petz with socks on!
Neckwear on the other hand, was a bit
unexpected. I do see petz wearing collars and
scarves on occasion, but not so much that I
would have expected them to place second for
community faves!
       What do these results tell us? Headwear of
any kind is popular in the community so it's a
safe bet if you want to hex clothes for others.
If you're hexing a pet, make sure it's capable
of wearing all this wonderful headwear! Ask yourself, can this hex wear a hat? (I think there's stamp about that
somewhere...) Otherwise, focus on some more neckwear, and maybe even some new kinds of shirts. There are
tons of textures out there to make some fun shirts, and they're a quick article of clothing to make, especially if
you're newly venturing into clothes hexing. Or perhaps you're ready to make pants the next big fashion statement
in the community?

NEED A LAUGH? YOU'VE COME TO
THE RIGHT CORNER!

Why did the Labrador sit in
the shade?

He didn't want to be a hot
dog!

(Submitted by Shade @ Nightshade Petz)
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check out some new sites - new downloads - adoptions - and more!
If you would like your new content featured here, e-mail xoops@fantazzled.com
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